In this paper we explicitly find the asymptotic behavior, for large t, of the probability that a transient d-dimensional stable process first (last) hits a bounded Borel set during the time interval (t, oo).
Assume that X(t) is a stable process on R d (d-dimensional Euclidean space) having exponent a < d and normalized so that the paths are right continuous with left-hand limits at every point. Assume further that [X(t) -X(0)]t~l la is distributed like X(l) -X(0), and moreover, that X(l) -X(0) has a genuinely ώ-dimensional distribution on R d . [In particular, every symmetric stable process on R d with 0 mean (when it exists) satisfies these conditions.]
From these assumptions it follows that X(t) -X(0) has a bounded, continuous density, f(t % x), which satisfies the well-known scaling property 
where C(B) is the natural capacity of B.
Previously, (by using a different method) Joffe [2] established this result for symmetric processes with (d/2) < a < 1 when B has a nonempty interior, and Spitzer [4] (Lemma, p. 114) established this result for arbitrary compact B in the case of 3-dimensional Brownian motion. In the case of recurrent stable processes the analogue of Theorem 1 can be found in [3] .
It is interesting to compare Theorem 1 with the following, much easier 
where here and in the following, This completes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly 
'« = /(I, O)C(B)P X (V B = oo)\± -lVr(2 ~ dja) .
λio La J An appeal to Karamata's theorem, and the fact that P x (t < V B < ©o) is monotone in ί, then yields (1.2). The above argument breaks down when a < d/2 since lim R\x) < oo , λio and the more complicated proof given previously is needed.
